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The 9 Insights of the Wealthy Soul - Michael R. Norwood 2005
A former WWII pilot, battling a grave illness, teaches his son 9 unforgettable lessons about transforming all
our adversities, setbacks and losses into wealth of every kind.
Having it All - John Assaraf 2012-12-11
Our schools and parents teach us only a small fraction of what we need to learn in order to reach our true
potential and achieve success. The rest we must learn through our own trials and tribulations. 'Street kid'
John Assaraf broke free from a troubled past to create a multi-million dollar empire. In Having it All,
Assaraf tells of his discovery that, no matter what kind of difficult circumstances someone happens to be in
at any one time, he or she can achieve whatever they want in life. By combining old-world wisdom and
street-smart tactics, Assaraf created the life of his dreams. He shares his method here.
Embracing Uncertainty - Susan Jeffers, Ph.D. 2007-04-01
Author of Feel The Fear And Do It Anyway From the multi-million bestselling author of Feel the Fear and
Do It Anyway comes a powerful and healing book designed to offer a safety net in a world of never-ending
change. It may be one of the most comforting and life-affirming books you will ever read. With her
invaluable insights and exercises, Susan Jeffers gives you the tools you need to deal with all the uncertainty
in your life with a sense of peace and possibility. You will learn: - Forty-two exercises to help make your life
an exciting adventure instead of a continuous worry - How to lighten up and put problems into a lifeaffirming perspective - The amazing power of the word "maybe" - And much more. You will discover that
there is a wondrous, joyous, and abundant life that can exist in the presence of uncertainty. The question is,
"What do you need to do to reach this wonderful state?" And the answers abound in Embracing
Uncertainty..
Happiness Is Free - Hale Dwoskin 2002
A series of seven lessons provides exercises and inspirational messages designed to offer guidance on living
with happiness and truth in daily life.
The Banker's Code - George Antone 2012-06-01
The Banker's Code is the story of a brilliant scientist and thinker who shares with the author - and with you
- incredible financial secrets passed down through generations. It's a story that chronicles the most
powerful wealth-building strategies known to man, lessons that are the basis of banking. You'll be
introduced to a whole new way of building wealth that some of the wealthiest families in the world have
used, and are still using. Be the banker! "George Antone is the one financial author that has the unique
ability to sift through massive technical information and present the reader with lapidary nuggets of wealthbuilding wisdom.
The Survivor Personality - Al Siebert 1998-10
The classic guide to what makes people survivors, now in a revised and updated new edition. Who survives?
Who thrives? As a psychologist who spent more than forty years studying the phenomenon of survival, Al
Siebert gained valuable insight into the qualities and habits that help human beings overcome difficult
situations-from everyday conflicts to major life stresses. In this revised and updated edition, he delineates
the "survivor personality" and examines the latest research to show how survival skills can be learned,
leading to better coping, increased success in work and relationships, and a vastly brighter outlook on the
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30 Scripts for Relaxation, Imagery & Inner Healing Volume 1 - Second Edition - Julie T. Lusk 2015-01-01
Relaxation and visualization can heal the body, mind, and spirit. In this volume, Julie Lusk has gathered
these exercises from physicians, psychologists, therapists, and educators-leaders in the field of guided
imagery-who have developed and fine-tuned each script. People just beginning to use imagery and
visualization will find here the help they need to get started-a wide variety of scripts on broad range of
themes, plus helpful information on how to use guided imagery. Experienced leaders will find new ideas
that will expand their repertoire and renew their creativity.
Parallel Universes of Self - Frederick Dodson 2017-05-22
Springing from physics, and featured in science fiction, the "Parallel Worlds Theory" is an earth-shattering
revision of our understanding of reality. It says, simply, that everything that can happen does. Universes
branch and branch in time, one for every alternate possibility. Far more than an intellectual exercise, the
parallel universe principle can be applied in personal reality and everyday life. You can "create" your reality
by becoming the parallel-world version of yourself for whom the experience you want is already real. This is
your roadmap, your guidebook, to Parallel Universes of Self.
Reading Visual Narratives - Jr Martin, Bill 2014-04-30
This book offers new descriptions of the visual strand of meaning in picture book narratives as a way of
furthering the project of 'multimodal' discourse analysis and of explaining the literacy demands and
apprenticing techniques of children's earliest literature.
Unshakable Swagger - Byron Van Pelt 2013-11-27
Unshakable Swagger is a guidebook and companion for men who wish to radically overhaul their
confidence from the inside-out. With a combination of inner-foundation principles and outer-world
techniques and social strategies, this book serves as a resource a man can turn to in order to achieve
unwavering confidence in every situation he may encounter.
The 7 Mindsets to Live Your Ultimate Life - Scott Shickler 2011-11-11
Happiness is Free - Lester Levenson 2020-10-20
“If freedom and joy are what you seek, I couldn’t recommend this book more.” —Rhonda Byrne, New York
Times best-selling author of The Secret and The Greatest Secret Happiness Is Free is filled with profound
insights and practical tools that will guide you to let go of painful feelings, unwanted thoughts, and negative
stories and naturally open up to the happiness and unlimited potential that is within you right now. And it’s
easier than you think. Simple but powerful questions for self-inquiry and effective techniques will empower
you to gently let go of what, just a moment ago, seemed like an unsolvable issue or overwhelming
emotion—anything from anger and frustration to fear, anxiety, and stress. You’ll learn how to apply easy-touse practices for letting go—including Holistic Releasing, Triple Welcoming, and others—to find more joy
and peace of mind in every area of your life. In each chapter, renowned teachers Lester Levenson and Hale
Dwoskin (New York Times best-selling author of The Sedona Method) offer life-changing opportunities to
break free from self-imposed blocks and rediscover the real, unlimited you—and the ultimate happiness that
is your birthright. Their combination of liberating insights, inspiration, and deep releasing explorations
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make this book a treasured companion for anyone who is seeking to navigate everyday life with greater
ease, clarity, and sense of true purpose. "One of my most treasured books that changed my life is Lester's
Keys to the Ultimate Freedom. It features Lester's words and insights drawn from decades of his teachings,
and it is the only book that sits on my bedside table. Unfortunately the book has been out of print for a long
time, but Hale Dwoskin has taken all of Lester's teachings from Keys to the Ultimate Freedom and put them
in this new book, along with many of the releasing methods from the Sedona Method. You have the best of
Lester's teachings and his methods in this one book, and if freedom and joy are what you seek, I couldn't
recommend this book more. I used the Sedona Method occasionally over a ten-year period and found
enormous benefit from it. Then, when I met my teacher -- who was a student of Lester Levenson's -- four
years ago, Lester's releasing methods became a crucial part of my everyday life and my awakening." -From the forward by Rhonda Byrne, New York Times best-selling author of The Secret and The Greatest
Secret “Happiness is about remembering who you really are, and if you have forgotten, this book is an
excellent reminder.” —Deepak Chopra, author of The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success “If the roots of all
suffering are attachments to the external, the roots of true joy are found only within. This book maps the
ways to a profound state of peace.” —James Redfield, author of The Celestine Prophecy “Be set free with
the brilliance and insights in this book.” —Mark Victor Hansen, co-creator of the #1 New York Times bestselling series Chicken Soup for the Soul® “Once in a human while, an individual comes along who has
unlocked the secrets of happiness and opens the door for others to follow. Lester Levenson was such a
one.... Happiness Is Free offers rare and penetrating insight into the freedom we all long for. This book can
take you home.” —Alan Cohen, author of The Dragon Doesn’t Live Here Anymore
What Women Want Men to Know - Barbara De Angelis 2013-05-21
Finally--the book on relationships women have been waiting to read--and give to the man they love! You've
seen her on TV. You've read her advice on relationships. Now, in her most powerful and provocative book
yet, bestselling author and renowned human relations expert Barbara De Angelis, Ph.D., reveals everything
women want men to know about loving and understanding the women in their life. This is the book women
have always hoped someone would write--one that women will read to understand themselves better, and
can give to their mate, confident that it will explain everything women feel about love, communication, sex,
and intimacy that they've always wished men would know. WOMEN AND MEN WILL DISCOVER: The Three
Secret Needs Every Woman Has Seven Myths Men Believe About Women and Why They Are Absolutely
Wrong How to Avoid Turning a Perfectly Sane Woman Into a Raving Maniac Women's Top Twenty Sexual
Turn-offs--and Turn-ons The Ten Male Communication Habits That Drive Women Crazy Sexual Secrets
About Women Men Need to Know How to Turn Power Struggles into Cooperation Techniques for Being the
Perfect Lover In and Out of Bed And much more! IF YOU'RE A MAN: Read this book to learn what you can
do to be a woman's dream come true. IF YOU'RE A WOMAN: Read this book to learn why you are the way
you are, and give it to the man you love so you can have the relationship you've always wanted. Delivered in
her signature frank, provocative, and down-to-earth style, What Women Want Men to Know is an insightful
guide that women will read to learn more about themselves and that they will be excited to give to the man
they love.
The Power of Love - Lester Levenson 2006-01-01
Doctor of Truth - Scott Jeffrey 2012-09-01
Who is the man behind the best-selling Power vs. Force: The Determinants of Human Behavior and the Map
of Consciousness? From fundamentalism to atheism, psychoanalysis to Zen Buddhism, the pits of hell to the
infinite presence of God, Dr. David R. Hawkins has dedicated his life to the pursuit of Truth, spending over
fifty years as a psychiatrist before becoming a spiritual teacher after the publication of Power vs. Force. As
a psychiatrist, Hawkins helped pioneer a new field of psychiatry, running one of the largest clinics in the
United States and treating thousands of hopeless cases of schizophrenia, alcoholism, and drug addiction.
He worked closely with some of the worlds leading minds, including two-time Nobel laureate Linus Pauling;
famed psychiatrists Abram Hoffer and Humphrey Osmund; and the charismatic co-founder of Alcoholics
Anonymous, Bill Wilson. Doctor of Truth explores what kind of life Hawkins led, who influenced his
development, and what experiences shaped his understanding of the world around him, as well as the
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influences that informed his Map of Consciousness and the writing of Power vs. Force.
When It Rains Does Space Get Wet? - Jack Petranker 2006-01-01
For almost thirty years, students of the Time-Space-Knowledge vision have been exploring its depth and
riches. This new book is the first systematic guide to the vision. Suitable for beginners and advanced
students alike, it aims to promote inquiry rather than give answers, to engage experience rather than offer
interpretations. Includes a searchable CD with text of all six Time, Space, Knowledge books formatted to
match the original publications.
From Conflict to Creative Collaboration - Rosa Zubizarreta 2014-03-25
A radically new and powerful way of working with groups
The Sedona Method - Hale Dwoskin 2003
Your key to lasting happiness, success, peace and emotional well-being.
The Secret to Love, Health, and Money - Rhonda Byrne 2022-02-08
This in-depth masterclass from the author of the groundbreaking bestseller The Secret illustrates how to
apply the law of attraction to three of life’s most important areas: relationships, health, and money.
Discover how to achieve personal happiness, wellbeing, and success with this collection of lessons, advice,
and case studies from the bestselling author of the Secret series Rhonda Byrne. In the first part, she further
explores the power of positive thoughts and how we can use the creative process to attract and maintain
new and healthier relationships. The second part offers in-depth lessons that will help you apply the law of
attraction to your health and physical wellbeing, featuring inspiring anecdotes from those who have used
The Secret to overcome health crises such as cancer, chronic pain, depression, and more. Finally, learn how
to improve your relationship with money by discovering the power you have to bring money into your life.
From job hunting to adopting a wealth mindset, Byrne provides all that you need to achieve prosperity and
professional success. With these impactful and accessible processes, you will experience firsthand a
powerful transformation across all aspects of your life—for the better.
Trading Beyond the Matrix - Van K. Tharp 2013-02-19
How to transform your trading results by transformingyourself In the unique arena of professional trading
coaches andconsultants, Van K. Tharp is an internationally recognized expertat helping others become the
best traders they can be. InTrading Beyond the Matrix: The Red Pill for Traders andInvestors, Tharp leads
readers to dramatically improve theirtrading results and financial life by looking within. He takes thereader
by the hand through the steps of self-transformation, fromincorporating "Tharp Think"—ideas drawn from
his modelingwork with great traders—making changes in yourself so thatyou can adopt the beliefs and
attitudes necessary to win when youstop making mistakes and avoid methods that don't work. You'llchange
your level of consciousness so that you can avoiding tradingout of fear and greed and move toward higher
levels such asacceptance or joy. A leading trader offers unique learning strategies for turningyourself into a
great trader Goes beyond trading systems to help readers develop moreeffective trading psychology Trains
the reader to overcome self-sabotage that obstructstrading success Presented through real transformations
made by othertraders Advocating an unconventional approach to evaluating tradingsystems and beliefs,
trading expert Van K. Tharp has produced apowerful manual every trader can use to make the best trades
andoptimize their success.
Silence of the Heart - Robert Adams 1999
One of the clearest presentations of India's Advaita Vedanta, the doctrine of Oneness. Adams, an American
student of the great master, Ramana Maharshi, discourses with wisdom and delightful humor as he clarifies
for Westerners India's teaching of Ultimate Reality.
The Complete Vision Board Kit - John Assaraf 2008-10-07
A vision board is a powerful tool that anyone can use to shape an ideal future through the power of
intention and visualization. Learning how to vividly imagine your desired results--attracting your perfect
soul mate, radiant health, abundant career opportunities, or building personal and community relationships
to give back--is the first step on the path to making them happen. Break through unconscious, limiting
beliefs and get ready to transform your future now. If you can envision it, you're halfway there! This book
will explain and walk you through exactly how to create a vision board in conjunction with how to retrain
your brain to actually start believing that you can achieve all your goals and dreams. Then, the universe will
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work its magic! This is a great personal gift and one your friends and family will love.
1000 - Ananda Devi 2019-07-06
The revised expanded 2019 2nd edition features 400+ teacher LOCs (double) and new relevant teacher
case studies. As "finishers," Ramaji and Ananda Devi want to get you to LOC 1000 (Self-realization) quickly
and easily. "1000" is the complete guide to LOCs (Levels of Consciousness) and the revolutionary new Map
of Awakening. It answers the common question "How can I tell if a teacher is enlightened?" A list of the
LOCs of more than 400 contemporary non-duality and Advaita teachers is included. Curious about how
enlightened Mooji or Byron Katie or Jeff Foster are? Now you can find out. It's all answered by their LOCs.
Ramaji and Ananda also provide a list of LOCs for more than 101 famous spiritual personalities such as
Jesus, Buddha, Papaji, Osho, Pope Francis and Mother Theresa. 1000 explains how to evaluate teachers by
knowing what stage of enlightenment they are at. It accounts for the misconduct of teachers who otherwise
appear to be enlightened persons."1000" is a unique breakthrough book that explains in simple terms the
complete spiritual path from beginning to end. Students of meditation, prayer, enlightenment, non-duality,
Advaita, yoga, Eastern religion and other spiritual disciplines will find it most illuminating.Serious students
of Self-inquiry and Ramana Maharshi will find Ramaji's revelatory experiences of Amrita Nadi and starving
the I-thought illuminating. Dedicated devotees of Nisargadatta Maharj and "I Am That" will enjoy new
insights into Nisargadatta's distinction between Brahman ("universal consciousness") and Parabrahman
("the Absolute").Entries from Ramaji's spiritual journals highlight the book. Ramaji never intended for his
private diaries to be made public. In order to make "1000" as helpful and powerful as possible, he decided
to leave no secrets hidden. All is exposed in the hope that it might help to clear up confusion for the earnest
sincere seeker or established spiritual teacher. Ramaji and Ananda Devi have been able to assist many
seekers via the RASA transmission in support of non-dual awakening. They document some of the RASA
recipients who have stabilized in non-duality and successfully attained enlightenment after receiving RASA
in person or online. Ramaji gives an overview of the lower levels of consciousness (LOC 30 through LOC
499). He explains the emergence of pure spirituality (as opposed to conventional religion) at LOC 500
through LOC 559. He describes advanced seeker stages (LOC 560 through LOC 589) ready to leap into nonduality.Ramaji covers the non-dual stages in considerable depth. The new non-dual sage goes from local
space spontaneity (LOC 600s) to cosmic or universal consciousness (LOC 700s) to divine unknowing (LOC
800s) to, for a few, the hesitant hermit (LOC 900s). Then the sage arrives at and stabilizes in the Self or
Absolute (LOC 1000).Ramaji offers case studies, quotes and in-depth research to show how each major nondual stage is different from the others. He does all he can to describe the nature and experience of the
Absolute, helped by quotes from Meister Eckhart, Francis Lucille and Karl Renz. There has never been a
book like "1000" before. If you are on the spiritual path in any way, this is a book that you simply cannot be
without. Ramaji also points you to his website where you can listen for free to high-energy music he has
programmed to support your enlightenment.The complete Map of Awakening with Levels of Consciousness
and a condensed Map are included. Complementing the Map of Awakening are studies of 7 traditional
spiritual maps of awakening: the Seven Valleys of Sufism, the Five Ranks of Tozan, the 10 Zen Oxherding
Pictures, Patanjali's Yoga Sutras, Stages of Advaita Vedanta, the Major Arcana of the Tarot and the Hero's
Journey."1000" is a spirited, candid and passionately comprehensive major work. One of their students
jokingly referred to "1000" as the "Bible 2.0." You will want YOUR copy of "1000" by Ramaji and Ananda
Devi to accompany you on your path!
True You - Janet Jackson 2011-12-13
The famous singer reveals her body image insecurities and struggles with food and relationships that have
plagued her since childhood, and sheds light on her career, personal life and famous family. Reprint.
Success Strategies - Nick Nanton 2019-11-18
Success for many people is an elusive quantity and the ways and means used to accomplish it vary widely.
Also, because success is a personal and sometimes unique standard, our goals and measurement of success
are typically quite different. The CelebrityExperts(R) who have contributed to this book have enjoyed
success and accomplishment. In spite of the difficulties encountered in making success into a precise onesize-fits-all solution, there are some root strategies that are used by successful people. Some of the
important elements that routinely show up in the lives of successful people include planning, commitment,
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specific knowledge, perseverance and action. For some of us, success is measured by material wealth, for
others, it may be public acclaim, leadership in your field, or maybe the ability to change the lives of others
for the better. At all times, having a guide or coach to help you attain your goal is invaluable. The
CelebrityExperts(R) in this book offer you a variety of ideas and Success Strategies. Their experience can
help you accomplish your objectives in a more timely and efficient manner - especially if you avoid making
the same mistakes that they made along the way. To your success!!!
Built Through Courage - Dave Hollis 2021-10-26
New York Times bestselling author Dave Hollis knows what it feels like to realize you’ve been sailing off of
someone else’s map. He has taken control of his life and future, and he’s ready to share the lessons he
learned along the way with readers who are facing similar struggles. Dave Hollis was recently confronted
with the fact that he was living the life someone else wanted for him. After weathering a highly publicized
personal crisis amid the backdrop of an international pandemic and navigating the enjoyable but
unpredictable waters of being a single father to four kids, he has been forced to become the captain of his
own life and is ready to teach others how to do the same. Built for Courage will help you: Dive deeper into
the stories, values, and beliefs you attach yourself to and decide once and for all if they have credibility or if
it’s time to cut bait; Incorporate fundamental habits and routines specific to you and your circumstances
that will flood your daily life with consistency, flexibility, simplicity, and integrity; Identify and, if necessary,
adjust your goals to ensure they are clear, don’t belong to other people, and are not contingent on
immediate results; Accept failure as the richest source of intelligence and help you reframe it as a
requirement for your own progress and growth; and Much, much more. Built for Courage gleans wisdom
from sources vast and wide, as well as from the life experiences of Dave himself, to get you to the place
you’re meant to go and become who you are meant to be, regardless of any anchor holding you back.
Letting Go of the Person You Used to Be - Lama Surya Das 2004-08-24
The beloved American Lama, a spiritual leader whose inimitable light and lively universal teaching style has
awakened the spirituality of thousands, now shares an enlightened approach to change and loss, dealing
with difficult emotions such as fear, grief, and anger, and the role of crisis in uncovering our authentic
selves. For many people, recent years have been characterized by profound change, whether it relates to
financial upheaval, political shifts, or even massive losses of life to disease and violence. Even on the
personal level each person must confront the curves life throws his or her way. Buddhism has a great deal
to say about change and impermanence and how to meaningfully deal with it. Change--whether on a large
or small scale--provides our most important opportunity for learning about ourselves and the nature of
reality. From this essential insight Lama Surya Das has crafted a fulfilling and important path to
understanding and healing ourselves and finding peace. Full of personal stories, anecdotes, practical
exercises, guided meditations and reflections, and pithy original aphorisms, Letting Go of the Person You
Used to Be addresses life's most universal difficulties in a way that is accessible to all. By using memorable
concepts such as The Virtues of Adversity, The Pearl Principle ("No inner irritation, no pearl"), and Gaining
through Loss, Surya reminds readers that hiding from change and loss is futile. Learning to consciously
accept and embrace change leads to a better understanding of ourselves and our own innate divine light.
The Success Principles(TM) - Jack Canfield 2004-12-28
The Principles Always Work If You Work the Principles Get ready to transform yourself for success. Jack
Canfield, cocreator of the phenomenal bestselling Chicken Soup for the Soul® series, turns to the
principles he's studied, taught, and lived for more than 30 years in this practical and inspiring guide that
will help any aspiring person get from where they are to where they want to be. The Success Principles™
will teach you how to increase your confidence, tackle daily challenges, live with passion and purpose, and
realize all your ambitions. Not merely a collection of good ideas, this book spells out the 64 timeless
principles used by successful men and women throughout history. And the fundamentals are the same for
all people and all professions -- even if you're currently unemployed. It doesn't matter if your goals are to be
the top salesperson in your company, become a leading architect, score straight A's in school, lose weight,
buy your dream home, or make millions of dollars–the principles and strategies are the same. From
learning these basics, you can then tackle the important inner work needed to transform yourself. After this
inner work, you can turn to building a "success team" and the important ways of transforming your
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relationships for lasting success. Finally, because success always includes a financial dimension, you can
learn to develop a positive money consciousness along with the habits that will ensure that you have
enough to live the lifestyle you want, while keeping the importance of tithing and service central to your
financial practice. Taken together and practiced every day, these principles will transform your life beyond
your wildest dreams! Filled with memorable and inspiring stories of CEO's, world-class athletes, celebrities,
and everyday people, The Success Principles™ will give you the courage and the heart to start living the
principles of success today. Go for it!
The Lost Teachings of Atlantis - Jon Peniel 1997-07-06
This is the account of an American teenager who discovered a monastery in Tibet that was the inspiration
for the legend of Shangri La. It might be categorized as a 'new age' or philosophy book, like the Celestine
Prophecy, since it focuses on his spiritual training and their teachings in a novel-like format. Hard to
believe, but interestingly, the sub-tropical region amongst the Himalayas that he describes finding, was
later documented by explorers from National Geographic, then 'covered up' (there is still evidence of this).
Also interesting is that the author was apparently mentioned in the Edgar Cayce readings (the famous
American psychic whose books have sold millions of copies), as someone who would one day bring an
important message to the world.
Along the Path to Enlightenment - David R. Hawkins, M.D./Ph.D. 2011-02-01
What blocks spiritual progress? And how do we transcend these blocks? The spiritual teachings of David R.
Hawkins on the nature of consciousness, spirit, and ego are known worldwide by students seeking to
realize spiritual Truth. As a mystic, Dr. Hawkins has infused the truths found in the precepts of Western
religion with the core of Eastern philosophy, bridging the familiar, physical world to the nonlinear, spiritual
domain. This collection of passages, carefully selected from Dr. Hawkins’s extensive writings, offers readers
a new contemplation for each day. Any one of these passages, fully understood, can elevate one’s level of
consciousness.
Take Time for Your Life - Cheryl Richardson 2009-07-01
Live the life you've always dreamed of! America's #1 personal coach offers an inspiring, practical sevenstep program to help you create the life you want. Imagine finding time to do all the things you want to do.
Having plenty of energy for family and friends. Having control over your income and finances. Taking care
of your physical and emotional well-being. If you feel as though the life you're living doesn't reflect your
true priorities and is leaving you stressed out and unfulfilled, you're not alone. Cheryl Richardson--the
leader in the new field of personal coaching, what she calls "a personal trainer for the soul"--has helped
thousands of people make changes toward living a high-quality life, and in Take Time for Your Life she
offers her step-by-step program so you can too. If you're tired of living a life that feels out of control and are
ready to live life on your own terms--while still meeting your responsibilities--get ready to take action!
Packed with useful exercises, checklists, concrete advice, client success stories, personal anecdotes, and a
wealth of resources, Cheryl Richardson's seven-step program shows you how to identify and eliminate the
things in life that are draining you and replace them with the things that fuel you. She gives you permission
to put yourself at the top of your list. By doing so, you will find not only more energy and more enthusiasm
but also that your relationships, your finances, your work, and your sense of well-being are improved and
better balanced. Whether you're a corporate executive working sixty hours a week, a single parent trying to
raise a family, someone starting his or her own business, or going back to school, Take Time for Your Life
shows you how to step back, regain control, and make conscious decisions about the future you'd like to
create. Richardson's strategies for overcoming the obstacles that block you from living the life you want will
help you discover a world in which your priority list reflects your true desires. Take time for your life--and
begin living a life that you love.
The Reality Creation Technique - Frederick E. Dodson 2010-05-05
How to focus energy in the form of thought, word and deed to attract, create and manifest wealth, health
and love. Beyond the shallow waters of new-age, "law of attraction" and conventional motivational
psychology there is a deep well from which you derive unbending determination and strength. That source
is within you and can be awakened to achieve anything. The Reality Creation Technique is the most
speedily effective method to help you make your dreams come true.
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Conscious Loving - Gay Hendricks 2009-10-21
Here is a powerful new program that can clear away the unconscious agreements patterns that undermine
even your best intentions. Through their own marriage and through twenty years' experience counseling
more than one thousand couples, therapists Gay and Kathlyn Hendricks have developed precise strategies
to help you create a vital partnership and enhance the energy, creativity, and happiness of each individual.
You will learn how to: Let go of power struggles and need for control; Balance needs for closeness and
separateness; Increase intimacy by telling the "microscopic truth"; Communicate in a positive way that
stops arguments; Make agreements you can keep; Allow more pleasure into your life. Addressed to
individuals as well as to couples, Conscious Loving will heal old hurts and deepen your capacity for
enjoyment, security, and enduing love.
How to Get from Where You Are to Where You Want to Be - Jack Canfield 2007
Within minutes of reading this book you will want - and be able to - apply its clear, direct and highly
effective principles to your own life. Jack Canfield built an $80 million business from nothing. Now he
shares his key techniques and unique insights so that you too can achieve success in everything you do.
How to Get Rich - Felix Dennis 2008-06-12
Felix Dennis is an expert at proving people wrong. Starting as a college dropout with no family money, he
created a publishing empire, founded Maxim magazine, made himself one of the richest people in the UK,
and had a blast in the process. How to Get Rich is different from any other book on the subject because
Dennis isn't selling snake oil, investment tips, or motivational claptrap. He merely wants to help people
embrace entrepreneurship, and to share lessons he learned the hard way. He reveals, for example, why a
regular paycheck is like crack cocaine; why great ideas are vastly overrated; and why "ownership isn't the
important thing, it's the only thing."
Creativity - Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi 2009-10-13
“Although the benefits of this study to scholars are obvious, this thought-provoking mixture of scholarly and
colloquial will enlighten inquisitive general readers, too.” — Library Journal (starred review) The classic
study of the creative process from the bestselling author of Flow. Creativity is about capturing those
moments that make life worth living. Legendary psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi (“The leading
researcher into ‘flow states.’” — Newsweek) reveals what leads to these moments—be it the excitement of
the artist at the easel or the scientist in the lab—so that this knowledge can be used to enrich people's lives.
Drawing on nearly one hundred interviews with exceptional people, from biologists and physicists, to
politicians and business leaders, to poets and artists, as well as his thirty years of research on the subject,
Csikszentmihalyi uses his famous flow theory to explore the creative process. He discusses such ideas as
why creative individuals are often seen as selfish and arrogant, and why the "tortured genius" is largely a
myth. Most important, he explains why creativity needs to be cultivated and is necessary for the future of
our country, if not the world.
The Success Principles - Jack Canfield 2012-04-01
Jack Canfield reveals the simple set of rules for success that led him to become the multi-million copy
bestselling author of the Chicken Soup for the Soul series and shows how anyone can follow these
principles to achieve their own dreams.
Confidence - Martin Meadows 2015-04-08
Unsure of Yourself? Learn How to Develop More Confidence in Your Abilities and Achieve Your Goals Most
of us have no problems identifying goals we want to accomplish. It’s putting these plans into action that is
difficult. Sometimes we lack discipline or motivation. However, there’s another reason why you might
struggle to make changes in your life – you have low self-efficacy and don’t believe in your abilities. What is
self-efficacy? What are the main four sources of it? How can you become more confident in your skills?
These are some of the questions I’ll answer in this short book. The advice you’re about to read is based both
on scientific research and my personal experience. I will share fundamental knowledge that will help you
build more confidence in your abilities and reach your goals. Here are just a few things you will learn from
the book: - Five characteristics of people with strong self-efficacy and five characteristics of people with
weak self-efficacy. These behaviors determine whether you’ll realize your full potential or succumb to
mediocrity. - What you can learn from building a university in space (and what it has to do with the belief in
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your own abilities). It’s the single most important thing to achieve bigger and bigger goals. - A simple
therapy to teach you how to handle failure the right way. It’s uncomfortable, but you can be sure it will kill
your fear of failure once and for all. - What a strange study about hitting dolls or treating them kindly can
teach you about how others affect your beliefs about your competence. It’s the second most effective way to
increase the strength of your belief in your abilities. - What a phenomenon discovered by a German
industrial psychologist can teach you about motivation. There’s a simple way to inspire you to put more
effort into your goals. - The #1 key to improving the confidence in your abilities. If you don’t have time to
read the entire book, read this one tip alone. - What a study on experts and novices can teach you about
how experts approach problems. You too can adapt this behavior to shorten your learning curve and
develop a stronger belief in your abilities. If you don’t actively work on developing a strong sense of selfefficacy, making any kind of changes in your life will be an extremely difficult ordeal. Scroll up and buy this
book now to change your life for the better. For more free resources, sign up for my self-improvement
newsletter: http://www.profoundselfimprovement.com/sea1 Keywords: free book, free self-help, selfefficacy, achieve your goals, develop confidence, believe in yourself, improve confidence, achieve success,
achieve more, achieve your dreams, how to change your life, how to change the way you think, limiting
beliefs, changing beliefs, self belief, procrastination, how to overcome procrastination, how to stop being
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lazy, how to stop being insecure, lack of motivation, self-esteem, building competence
Born a Healer - Chunyi Lin 2003-10
Becoming a Professional Life Coach: Lessons from the Institute of Life Coach Training - Diane S.
Menendez 2011-03-28
Personal and professional coaching, which has emerged as a powerful career in the last several years, has
shifted the paradigm of how people who seek help with life transitions find a "helper" to partner with them
in designing their desired future. No matter what kind of sub-specialty a coach might have, life coaching is
the basic operating system: a whole-person, client-centered approach. Here, Pat Williams, who has been a
leader in the life coaching movement, has co-authored another essential book for therapists working as
coaches. Becoming a Professional Life Coach draws on the wisdom of years of collective experience that
have gone into designing the curriculum for the Institute for Life Coach Training. This curriculum has
trained therapists and psychologists around the world to add coaching to their current businesses. This
book presents the essential elements of life coach training program in a content-rich form that is equivalent
to a graduate-level education in the field.
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